
(Note: the members of the Tsubaki Kammagara Shrine, who have sent this letter, are not 

Unitarians but are highly valued liberal faith partners of the UUA with links to the Tsubaki 

Grand Shrine in Japan.)  

Condolences from leaders of the Tsubaki Kammagara Shrine 

Tokyo, Japan  

Sept. 12, 2001 

2:07 PM 

Minna-sama...Konbanwa: 

 

My wife, Rev.Yano and I wish to express our deep regrets re: the terrible tragedy that has 

occoured...we hope you and your families and friends are all well as can be. 

 

Some interesting things.... this morning I became awake from the deep sleep at 2:00 AM with the 

profound feeling of "the movement of evil"... so I went before the Kakejiku of Okamisama in our 

small house to pray the Oharahi-no-Kotoba… then I was able to sleep… this morning before the 

Misogi I learned of the first part of today's tragedy. Today only a few shrine members came for 

the Misogi,and others dropped by during the day to be close to Okamisama. Then this evening 

many Aikido members came to the shrine. Everyone was feeling ill as a result of today's terrible 

things.  

I believe that everyone could feel something of the strong conviction re:the need for 

"coexistence" that has motivated the life of Yamamoto Guji. During the Aiki keiko everyone 

seemed to feel the purifying power of Sarutahiko-no-O-Kami through the movement of the 

"Tadashiki-no-Tegatana"... this was the very deep Misogi... then after keiko the shrine members 

were all able to say the O-Harahi-noKotoba (Great words of Purification) and the Mitama 

Shizume-no-Kotoba (words of soul pacification) before the Shinden,again feeling the healing 

power of Okamisama easing the Mitama of those who left this world so suddenly.... of course the 

situation is still painfull .... but please pray before Okamisama to reconcile this situation and give 

guidance to our leaders.... 

Minna-sama, Taihen Arigatai......all good wishes for you and your families...  

 

Truly, 

K.Barrish  

Tsubaki Kannagara Guji  

 


